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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the early 1980s, a concerted effort to reform American public

education began. The impetus for the various attempts was primarily

economic. Analysts from all walks of society concluded that America was

on the verge of being displaced as a major player in the world economy.

The belief that we were falling behind other industrial powers in

development, productivity, and quality was a theme that laced the pages

of the various reform reports.

For a variety of reasons, criticisms of these early efforts to

reform schooling were quickly forthcoming. The general consensus among

critics of these socalled Wave I reform measures was that they were

taking educators down the wrong road, the road of the quick fix, and were

using inappropriate policy tools to improve schooling, especially

mandates from the top. These reformers argued that fundamental revisions

were needed in the cultural institutions of the larger society, in the

ways that education systems were organized and governed, in the roles

adults played in schools, and in the educational processes used to

educate America's youth. The belief that the current system was beyond

repair began to take root. Analysts called for a complete overhaul of

the education systema comprehensive attempt to rework the basic fabric

of schooling, or a restructuring of the educational enterprise. The

purpose of this report is to capture what is known about the

restructuring mOvement and to outline what state policymakers can do to

promote fundamental reform in schools.

10
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INTRODUCTION

President Bush ard the nation's governors walked away from last
week's educational summit with an unprecedented agreement to
establish national performance goals and to engineer a radical
restructuring of America's educational system (Miller, 1989,

October 4, p. 1).

Today the world of education is being bombarded with discussions

about and proposals to dramatically alter the landscape of American

schooling. Restructuring has become a rubric for a wide-ranging series

of endeavors to improve education by introducing fundamentally different

methods of sdhool governance and significantly different ways of

organizing schooling, particularly the work performed by teachers and the

teaching-learning process unfolding in classrooms.

The purpose of this AEL/NCEL paper is to summarize what is known

about the restructuring movement and to outline what state policymakers

can do to promote fundamental reform in schools. We begin by placing

restructuring within the context of the larger reform movement that burst

upon the world of education in the early 1980s. Next, we examine the

foundations of efforts to radically reform schooling. In this second

section, we uncover the infrastructure that is at the heart of the

movement. We also unpack the underlying principles of restructuring.

Collectively, the principles suggest that we may be poised on the brink

of a paradigm shift in our views of schooling. We spend considerable

time on the foundations section of the paper because we are convinced

that these issues form the core of attempts to transform schooling.

Stated another way, we believe that the specific strategies and

14
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Once the failure of schools to produce literate and numerate

graduates was both documented (see Murphy, 1990) and inexorably linked to

our declining economic pcsition in the world marketplace, investigators

began dissecting the education system in search of explanations. The

fundamental conclusion of these analyses (see for example Boyer, 1983;

Chubb, 1988; Goodlad, 1984; Powell, Farrar, & Cohen, 1985; Sedlak,

Wheeler, Pullin, & Cusick, 1986; Sizer, 1984) was that schools were

characterized by intellectual softness, a lack of expectations and

standards, inadequate leadership, a dysfunctional organizational

structure, conditions of employment inconsistent with professional work,

and ihe absence of any meaningful accountability. When the system was

laid open to review, the basic infrastructure was found to be in need of

serious repair. The luster had worn off the educational enterprise.

The concern ensuing from this analysis, in conjunction with the

original economic fears, launched the most widespread, intense, public,

comprehensive, and sustained effort to improve education in our nation's

history (McCarthy, 1990; Odden & Marsh, 1988). Fueled by a plethora of

commissicbed national and state reform reports, attempts to strengthen

the quality of public education began to unfold in states, districts, and

schools throughout the nation. Initial, or Wave 1 (1982-1986), reform

efforts focused on restoring quality by fixing- the existing education

system. The philosophical infrastructure of early suggestions for repair

was highly mechanistic in nature, being comprised mainly of centralized

controls and standards (Boyd, 1987; Sedlak et al., 1986). The

assumptions embedded in thts approach suggest that the conditions of

1 6
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schooling contributing to poor student-outcome measures are attributable

to the poor quality of the workers and the inadequacy of their tools and

that these problems are subject to revision through mandated, top-down

initiatives--especially those from the state. Use of the bureaucratic

model to institute improvement proposals led in turn to the emphasis in

early reform efforts on policy mechanisms such as prescriptions, tightly

specified resource allocations, and performance measurements that focused

on repairing components of the system (e.g., writing better textbooks)

and raising the quality of the workforce by telling employees how to

work--e.g., specifying instructional models (see Coombs, 1987; Hawley,

1988). A dizzying array of reform initiatives was discussed in reform

reports and studies and subsequently passed into law by the various

states.

For a variety of reasons, criticism of these early efforts to reform

schooling were quickly forthcoming (see for example Chubb, 1988; Cuban,

1984; Elmore, 1987; Purpel, 1989; Sedlak et al., 1986; Sizer, 1984). The

general consensus among critics of Wave 1 reform measures was that they

were taking educators down the wrong road--the road of the quick fix--and

were using inappropriate policy tools to improve schooling, especially

mandates from the top. These reformers argued that fundamental revisions

were needed in the cultural institutions of the larger society, in the

ways that education systems were organized and governed, in the roles

ndults played in schools, and in the educational processes used to

educate America's youth. The belief that the current system was beyond

repair began to take root. Analysts called for a complete overhaul of

17
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changes in beliefs and values, and holistic, global, and comprehensive

reform efforts are replacing the earlier "wave[s] of discrete programs

and approaches" (David, 1989, p..45; see also Lindquist & Muriel, 1989;

Seeley, 1988). For example, discussions about the purpose of schooling

have been reopened (Elmore, 1988) as the needs of the economy have

changed. Teacher egalitarianism and isolation are beginning to crack

under the new organizational imperatives for differentiated roles and

collegial work. And success is no longer defined primarily in terms of

providing services (processes) but rather in terms of product quality

(outcomes) (Bolin, 1989; Murphy & Hart, 1988).

RESTRUCTURING: CAPTURING THE PHENOMENA

Education restructuring generally encompasses systemic nhanges in

one or more of the following: organization and governance structures,

work roles and organizational milieu, core technology (the teaching-

learning process), and connections between the school and its larger

environment. Restructuring also involves fundamental alterations in the

relationships among the players involved in the educational process.

Figure 1 provides a picturu of these changes in organizational elements

and relationships. This framework guides our work on restructuring at

the National Center for Educational Leadership (for a fuller treatment,

see Murphy and Evertson, in press). The boxes represent the key actors,

e.g., parents and teachers. The lines connecting the various players are

designed to explicate some of the predominant components of restructuring.

The concepts in the circles--school-based management, teacher empowerment,
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nthe, number .of levels- inthe hierarchy and ,the twilit* of

Sanaieient,p*Sonneli. Itaiployeek who forMerly oceupied thete

e'Llanagement,,roles_ are, lemetistes reastigned-te suppert functions in

13

661s. ,In 'Other ,caSes l'Und these

freed'Aip,tioauPport,new in.itiatived,,at the school site
."4

ition,;,--Individual schools in.structurally decentralized

keedosi te=grioid-.uling the remaining hiereichciil

20) correetly nOtes, this et:rUctUral

isation:4,14. and lerge, "being:Modelled dpon'thi Modern

iitiOn the flexible conglomerate whfch kespi Central control of the
,` ,

:::1"477.
'

'esiilpitpi.Val*litrattigIc area, :bIA 41-PFsk ant;eprenenrial freedom to tile

'Ws that_ Compriei 'the ,Cerperation.

ligUtion-of authority is the fundamental concept in schoop--based

Lindituist &.MUriel,:1980). tiider this sistem of goVernince,

efrOc deregulated,:from the , district Office Oeare,
_

art 1988). i;Te see "sweeping,:aiteritions in thebasic

-aCcountibiiity relatiOnshipa" (Finh 'Clements 1989, p.
,,

rintriPlit pf_thia,systeM is .expanded local control and

given greater responsibility for their own-
-1.1389.0ktkint & Lust:, 1880. The strategY of improvement

efite expected from deyolVing: autfority -to the

iichoels-the. Masters' of their own, fetes,_ _...
'

issues '(4ojkowski & Fleming, 1988),

-anis and ,better ,student performeince ,(itudquist &

ki & Fleming, 1988), and greater satisfaction among

cenetituents (Lindquist & Muriel 1989).
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Teacher Empowerment

Efforts to empower teachers are designed to improve schooling by

professionalizing teaching. The goal is to move away from a position in

which teachers are treated as hired hands (Sizer, 1984) or assembly-line

workers (Purpel, 1989) to one in which change is teacher driven, not

authority driven. While a variety of approaches have been emphasized in

attempts to professionalize teaching, two general strategies have

received the greatest amount of attention--providing teachers with formal

decisionmaking authority and other avenues of influence and redesigning

teacher work.

We noted above that school-based management is primarily an

alteration in organizational arrangements in school districts. Authority

and influence are passed from higher to lower levels of the organization.

However, to redistribute authority between organizational levels is one

thing, while to reallocate newly acquired influence among actors at the

site level is quite another (see Lindelow, 1981). Therefore, teachers

and administrators in school distl.icts and individual schools that are

working to professionalize teaching are actively seeking vehicles that

allow teachers to assume control over decisions that have historically

been the province of others. Team approaches to school management and

governance are particularly good examples of enhanced teacher

participation in decisionmaking.

Reformers concerned with teacher empowerment also envision

comprehensive changes in the work performed by teachers in restructured

schools. In fact, a number of al,thors maintain that 'the development of
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new leadership roles for teachers" [is] "on the crest of the wave" of

restructur.18 (Smylie & Denny, 1989, p. 2). We have already noted one

major change in teacher work--expanded responsibilities in the

decisionmaking arena. Teachers in some schools are also beginning to

fill new professional roles as well, e.g., master teachers. In these and

related cases, the basic teaching role itself is hltered. Finally, work

redesign for teachers in restructured schools may include the development

of more permanent career opportunities--through the creation of

differentiated staffing, for example--that permit teachers to advance in

the profession without leaving their classrooms.

Voice/Choice

In Figure 1, parents are portrayed as key players and voice/choice

as GnAt of the main strategies in restructuring proposals. Changes in

governance structures and authority flows, in turn, are 't the center of

new relationships between schools and their constituents. These changes

are expressed primarily in three ways. First, restructured schools

empower parents and community members (Murphy & Hart, 1988). As a

consequence, parents are able to exercise considerably more influence

over school decisionmaking processes than is currently the norm (Building

the ValueBased School Community, 1989; Educating Our Children, 1989).

This enhanced decisionmaking responsibility is usually formalized in new

governance arrangements that transfer authority to citizens in the school

community.

The partnership metaphor also includes efforts to expand the school

community--to unite parents, professional educators, businesses,
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ritsforkschools. We do know from the limited amount of work done to

dateichdWewer, that curriculum, instruction, and organizational

:arrangeMents for learning look dramatically different in schools that

*IocUSed-their+efforts on restructuring classroom activities and

,PrOC'essies.- From these early initiatives and from the writing of various

educational reformers, we can develop a fairly clear picture of teaching

for'Ubdiratanding.

.Curricula,in_restructured schools are characterized by both greater

e4-14iirand greater.cohesion. Seven changes are often found: (1)

AO use of a core 'curriculum, (2) an increase in the

-Anterdi3ciplinary nature of content, (3) emphasis on depth of coverage,
. .

u8e=ofimOre'original souree materialo, (5) enhanced focus on

her-Order:learning skills, (6) expanded methods of student assessment,

-addition4 teacher-choice (Murphy 4 ivertson, 1990).

_14truCtiOn4 changes in schools' thatrestructure their educational

*ogeisit COMprehensive and radical. The most fundamental
,

17

.,,

aiOnyill be a shift:from teacher-centered to learner-centered

-lhe-eiihssis Wiil be on the student, not on the delivery
,

item. -4focup on acquiring information will bereplaced by a concern
,

yto-,,,iiselittuivii.'ecige. Teacher* will no longer be "In the

ineaijiut_*_the learning success business" (Spady, 1988, p.

Oach;,teachers will act as facilitators

1).0eraon0989)modelers (Spady, 1988), and coaches (Sizer,

olnvest_ StUdents with:increased power and resporsibility for

e'rping (E1more, 1988, p. 3). The limited teacher-directed



isoilel of instruction that has dominated traditional classrooms (see

0Oodlid' 1984; Powell, Farrar, & Cohen, 1985; Sizer, 1984) gives way to a

greater variety of approaches when teaching for understanding is

atiessed. Instruction becomes less generic and more personalized.

'Rather than being suppressed, the complexity of teaching is recognized

inthg'iltgion ig initiatives to revise the core technology of

18

educatim. Cooperative approaches to learning--in which students work

'tpg0her'in teameare stressed by almost everyone connected with the

reatrncturing of teachinE and learni^g (David, 1989).

Rather significant alterations in the structures used to deliver

education services constitute the final component of teaching for

understanding. Changes are designed to underscore the centrality of
!.-.--

htmixerelationships in schools, to replace program isolation with

connectedness, and to promote personal engageient in the teaching:.

-learning process. They represent a fundamental reconceptualization of

the school clliatea shift from an emphasis on its Physical factors

toward a focus on its human elements. At the heart of these calls for

_organizational change is an increasing disenchantment with impersonal,

, -
tpserbased,_calendar-,based learning arrangements. For schools concerned

IiitIkrestruettring educational processes, learning theory and student

e-irece4ence ovcr the custodial interests of parents,

4-
trAtive ciiiiveldiencei and labor interests (i.e., the need to

oba-in-the Workplace) in the creation and redhaping of
'Y

greitgilogii,teaChing and learning (Slier, 1984; Spady, 1988).

at-Used School organizations give way to structures grounded on

31



%rful .conoepts:: (1) mastery- (or outcome-) based learning, (2)

,y7base4 learning, and S35 0e4OnaliXed learning.
_
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0-,,era -of, agiool restructuqng,,,,,V1 koles of state policymakers
-

e perspectives .they 'bring-, to ,school improvement look
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processes or efforts). Parents, professional educators, and students in

each school will in turn be much freer to direct their own destinies.

Earlier this year in Education Week, Jane Armstrong (1990), director

of policy studies for the Education Commission of the States (ECS),

summarized the input of more than 300 participants from two workshops on

restructuring sponsored by the ECS and the National Governors'

Association. She listed 13 steps that policymakers can take to

facilitate school restructuring. In total, the road map she presents

provides an excellent framework for state policymakers:

1. Develop a vision of desired student outcomes and a vision

of a restructured education system.

2. Build a coalition of business, community, education and
political leaders.

3. Gain public and political support.

4. Provide flexibility, encourage experimentation, and
decentralize decisionmaking.

5. Shift state and local education agency roles from
enforcement to assistance.

6. Restructure teacher and administrator education.

7. Provide ongoing development opportunities for every
teacher and administrator.

8. Hold the system accountable.

9. Give all students every chance to learn and contribute.

10. Use policies as catalysts to promote and support

restructuring.

11. Identify pilot restructuring sites.

12. Find new resources and reallocate existing resources for

restrdcturing.

13. Use technology to support restructuring.
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ar-set of "state actions to launch restructuring" (p. 36) has

escribed,by Jane Datiid and her colleiguea (1990) in the,National

vernOrOMSOcietion report Stare Adtions rO Restructure Schools:
, -

ràSte'Ps. Thor recOmiend that poiieiaStkers-proliote a vision, spread..

CY.r.01.14 statewide support for restructuring, invite school and

ctletrieipition, provide Bupport (flesibility, time, and

-eseitrance), Shift the state role (away from compliance and towards

eatiVes,._ assfetance, and outcomes), focus on results, and maintain

t

sibility,_In addition, unlike with the reforms of the early
. r '

-xesdn& wi that:

ObAittete,:the begitning,steps of restructuring are
OretOr.-:;Thiviivtintherred,territory:With,no road maps.
iWiehoelli'listrierd-4nUsiate4ginties, leaders and

edueetOrk,are. leapitig li;eiteillehang: (0. 35).
_

main'

4wknow%that in.every state in the country efforts are afoot to

-
-se4Ooling,,signifieently. To date, most of these restructuring

e

,Otslive focused,onempowering, teachers and parents, changing

ternence strueturesend,mensgement patterns, and altering the roles and

teadbers,, 4ncipient,efforts.ere also underway to transform the

toceseltself.. Collectively, these strategies

tbiniing about education in general and about

reter000n,otecheoling.i111 mean new ways of conducting

tbe_actorsinedneation, including stakeholders at the

theregore, that policymakers understand
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school restructuring and be able to assess its likely impact on the

educational enterprise. Those among them who view the planks of

restructuring as a good foundation ou which to construct a new model of

schooling will need to reorient their own thinking. Historically

ingrained roles will need to be discarded. Mare attention will need to

be devoted to leading the discussion about how the new building called

school should look--in helping others see the possibilities and in

helping frame a picture (vision) of the new dwelling--and in providing

the workers--parents, teachers, students, and administrators--the support

they need to complete the facility. Much less attention will need to be

provided to establishing detailed construction specifications, to

specifying building materials, and to micro-managing the construction

process itself.
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